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Abstract
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We have developed a suite of tools for integrated analysis of T-Cell-Receptor Sequencing data to
define and track alloreactive T-cells in human transplant studies. This has enabled discovery of
sequences and patterns of T-cell enrichment and deletion associated with clinical outcomes such
as transplant rejection and tolerance. The codebase includes user-friendly default analyses with
customizable parameters which greatly accelerate computational workflows and provide robust
statistics comparing post-transplant specimens to pre-transplant baseline. It also includes helper
functions for robust characterization of T-cell-repertoire diversity, sample-to-sample divergence,
resolution of sample-of-origin ambiguity in pooled assays, and functions to output all sequences
defined as alloreactive.
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Nr

Code metadata description

Please fill in this column

C1

Current code version

v1

C2

Permanent link to code/repository used for this
code version

https://github.com/Aleksobrad/TCR-analysis/blob/
master/TCRanalysis.zip

C3

Permanent link to reproducible capsule

https://codeocean.com/capsule/1539294/tree/v2

C4

Legal code license

GPL-3.0

C5

Code versioning system used

git

C6

Software code languages, tools and services used

R

C7

Compilation requirements, operating environments
and dependencies

The code is stable up to the current R version 3.6.2

C8

If available, link to developer documentation/
manual

See Table 1

C9

Support email for questions

azo2104@cumc.columbia.edu

Introduction
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The purpose of this code package, implemented in the R programming language,
is automated analysis of high-throughput T-Cell-Receptor Sequencing (TCR-Seq) data
generated in the context of solid organ transplantation (SOT) or hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation (HSCT) studies. In particular, where mixed lymphocyte reactions (MLRs)
are performed from pre-transplant blood or lymphoid tissue samples, we are able to compare
repertoires of baseline and antigen-stimulated T cells to define sets of host-versus-graft
(HvG) or graft-versus-host (GvH) alloreactive clones as clones which increase (or decrease
in the setting of tolerance) in frequency by a predefined frequency threshold following in
vivo antigen exposure. Subsequently, we can track the identity and enrichment of these
clones in follow-up biopsies and blood samples assessing different tissues or timepoints
for the level of HvG or GvH immune response. This enables study of the dynamics of
organ transplant rejection and tolerance, the onset of graft-versus-host disease (GVHD)
after HSCT, as well as the development of novel sequencing-based biomarkers for early
prediction of graft rejection and GVHD.

Software Methodology
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As input, the analysis pipeline assumes a data table of TCR clone counts aggregated such
that each unique TCR clone is represented in a unique row of the data matrix, and each
sample is represented as a column (see Figure 1). At minimum, columns are required
for CD4 baseline unstimulated repertoire, CD4 antigen-stimulated repertoire, CD8 baseline
unstimulated repertoire, CD8 antigen-stimulated repertoire, and at least one post-transplant
blood or biopsy specimen (use biopsy as a demonstrative example in following text,
figure and table). The data matrix format is provided as standard output from Adaptive
Biotechnologies’ ImmunoSeq platform, which is utilized by our lab and many other groups
for TCR-Sequencing [1–8], and we therefore take this as input for downstream analysis.
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Several major principles are applied to define biologically relevant alloreactive TCR clones,
including 1) all sequences come from FACS-sorted CD4 and CD8 CFSElow populations to
reflect their alloreactivity; 2) all sequences meet the ≥ 2–5 fold expansion criteria when
comparing frequencies in CFSElow population with that in unstimulated populations to
exclude dominant resting clones bleeding into the CFSElow sorted population likely mainly
caused by sorting error, and to a lesser extent of bystander proliferation; 3) a minimal
frequency cut-off for sequences in CFSElow population to avoid background noise; 4)
resolve ambiguity between CD4 and CD8 T cells due to sorting errors and between donor
and recipient sequences due to biological sharing and/or sorting imperfectness.
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Recommended data pre-processing steps include setting rownames() of the data matrix
as TCR-clone character strings (nucleotide or amino acid sequences), and defining
separate CD4 and CD8 input objects for each comparison of biopsy versus baseline, as
shown in Figure 1 and described in the code comments at https://github.com/Aleksobrad/
TCR-analysis/blob/master/TCRanalysis.zip. The default run() function resolves ambiguities
between sorted CD4 and CD8 T cells and defines alloreactive clones with an adjustable
threshold of fold-expansion and minimum observed frequency, performing up to three
statistical tests of alloreactive clone dynamics in pre-transplant baseline versus biopsy
(Relative Expansion Analysis, Turnover Analysis, and Absolute Expansion Analysis, see
Figure 1 and Table 1). To enable customizable workflows we also include a suite of helper
functions to normalize clone counts to frequencies, resolve flow-sorting ambiguities, output
a list of alloreactive clone TCR-sequences, and quantify repertoire diversity for any arbitrary
vector of TCR clone counts. We also include functions for visualization of repertoire
diversity by abundance plot as well as quantification of pairwise repertoire overlap in any
number of samples. It is recommended to use abundance plot to visualize clonal frequency
distribution of each sample before calculating diversity to get insights on whether the
decreased diversity is due to a few dominant clones or overall clonal expansion as discussed
in our previous study [3]. A full list of functions and their customizable parameters are
detailed in Table 1.

Impact Overview
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Our platform combines functional assay (MLR) with high throughput TCR beta chain
complementary determining region 3 (CDR3) DNA sequencing to define and track
alloreactive clones across time and space after human transplantation [1–6], which serves as
a great tool to study graft rejection after SOT [1–6] and GVHD after HSCT as discussed
in published studies [9, 10] and ongoing work through personal communication with Dr.
Ran Reshef at Columbia University (https://cdmrp.army.mil/search.aspx. Proposal Number:
CA171008). We were able to identify biologically relevant TCR clones to correlate with
patients’ clinical outcomes. This method allows us to distinguish clonal deletion versus
anergy, providing a deeper understanding of immune tolerance after transplantation.
Our R script is able to efficiently process large scale datasets and has been successfully
applied for all kinds of alloreactivity studies after multiple types of SOT. The basic code
workflow is intuitive and quickly picked up by non-computational research staff in the lab,
while providing sufficient modularity to be easily customized by more experienced users.
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It is worth noting that our R scripts’ default parameters are tailored based on specific
scientific questions and particular sequencing platforms but the suite of helper functions
in this code package allows for easy customization and flexibility of workflows even for
computationally inexperienced users. For instance, resolving ambiguities between donor and
recipient TCR clones becomes important when studying bidirectional alloresponses after
intestinal transplantation or lung transplantation, a problem easily fixed by pre-processing
data with the resolveambiguous() function provided in the code pipeline. Of note, the
frequency ratio used to resolve clonal ambiguity should be customized based on the
characteristics of a user’s particular dataset with respect to sample sizes and degree of
sorting error. For greater sorting error or greater discrepancies in sample size, the ratio could
be increased. In the extreme case, if the number of T-cells in one sample is several orders of
magnitude smaller than the sample it is being compared to, the difference in minimum
observable clone frequency between the two samples would far exceed our otherwise
recommended cutoff ratio of 2–5 fold, and clones with reasonably high template counts
would be defined as ambiguous and be overwritten by 0. In such cases we recommend
resolution of clonal ambiguity by manual inspection of the data. The default run() function
is user-friendly and enables very quick and powerful comparison of multiple samples across
patients and across tissue sites in an automated way, reducing our previous workflow
times from several days of manually manipulating excel spreadsheets to a few minutes
of executing the code for each sample in a given experiment. Given the development of
commercially available sequencing platforms, such as Adaptive Biotechnologies, which
have gone through several generations of development, the data output changed from read
counts to template counts. Therefore, we have adjusted the minimal frequency cut-off values
based on power analysis reflecting the difference in technologies, taking advantage of the
ability to adjust parameters for the run() and listAlloreactive() functions without having to
re-write the code. For example, minimal frequency threshold to define alloreactive clone
sequences from CFSElow samples is set at 0.001% when using read counts and 0.002%
when using template counts, which serves to ensure 85% repeatability, as determined by
power analysis.

Application and Summary
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Our method and R script [11] have been extensively used by us [1–6] and others [7,
8] in multiple types of human SOT studies, including intestine [2, 5, 6], liver [4], heart
[7], kidney [8] and combined kidney and bone marrow transplants [1]. Our platform
allows the integration of T cell clonotype, alloreactivity and RNA profiling on the single
cell level to relate T cell functional profiles with clonotypes of individual T cells [6].
Additionally, by combining both pre- and post-transplant MLRs with single cell RNA+TCR
sequencing, we are now able to run this pipeline on separate RNA-Seq phenotypes of TCR
clones, defining multiple functional categories of HvG clones, including persistent, tolerant,
de novo generated, acquired and missing HvG clones, to address questions of immune
tolerance locally and systemically [12, 13]. Our unique platform and R script also help
to develop treatment strategies to induce long persistent mixed chimerism after intestinal
transplantation and induce tolerance. Based on our recent studies after human intestinal
transplantation [5, 6], a pilot clinical trial to combine multivisceral transplantation with
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donor CD34+ cell infusion at the time of peak lymphohematopoietic GvH responses in
circulation to promote long term multilineage chimerism is about to initiate at Columbia
University Irving Medical Center. Furthermore, our method could help to develop alternative
monitoring strategies to minimize or entirely avoid invasive and delayed diagnostic
procedures after human kidney transplantation [8]. A list of scholarly publications enabled
by this software is presented in the references [1–8], along with ongoing research projects
[12–14].
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Figure 1: Conceptual Analysis Workflow.

PreTx: pre-transplant; Unstim: unstimulated; Stim: stimulated CFSElow population.
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Table 1:
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List of Functions and short description
Function

Description
By default, prints summary data tables to output file comparing pre-transplant baseline to a
specified biopsy sample by total number of unique clones and numbers of mappable alloreactive
vs non-alloreactive clones in each. Default analysis mode compares alloreactivity rate (by unique
clone fraction and cumulative frequency) among mappable clones in biopsy vs baseline. This is
done by applying Fisher’s exact test to the following contingency table

Author Manuscript
run(cd4, cd8, fold=5,
freq=0.00001, clonality=F,
turnover =F, absoluteexpansion=F,
ambiguityRatio=5, filename=”Default”)

preTx alloreactive

total preTx – preTx alloreactive

biopsy alloreactive

Biopsy mappable as alloreactive or non-alloreactive – biopsy alloreactive

Additional analyses included but not activated by default are turnover, absolute expansion, and
clonality, see below.
cd4 (required): combined data frame of TCR clone counts with columns (in order) representing
CD4 pre-transplant unstimulated, CD4 pre-transplant antigen-stimulated, and biopsy
cd8 (required): combined data frame of TCR clone counts with columns (in order) representing
CD8 pre-transplant unstimulated, CD8 pre-transplant antigen-stimulated, and biopsy
fold: Minimum fold-expansion required from unstimulated to antigen-stimulated repertoire to
define a TCR-clone as alloreactive. Set to 5 by default.
freq: Minimum frequency required to define a clone as alloreactive if detected in antigenstimulated but not antigen-unstimulated repertoire (fold-expansion = Infinity in this case). Should
represent fold * minimum detection threshold for the sequencing experiment.
clonality: When set to TRUE, outputs clonality of entire repertoire and of alloreactive clone subset
in pre-transplant baseline and in biopsy.
turnover: When set to TRUE, performs statistical test of whether pre-transplant alloreactive clones
are more likely to persist to biopsy timepoint than non-alloreactives. This is done by applying
Fisher’s exact test to the following contingency table

Author Manuscript

nonAllo clones detected in preTx unstim
and in biopsy

nonAllo clones detected in preTx unstim but not
in biopsy

Allo clones detected in preTx unstim and in
biopsy

Allo clones detected in preTx unstim but not in
biopsy

absoluteexpansion: When set to TRUE, performs statistical test of whether alloreactive clones are
more likely to be detected in general in pre-transplant unstimulated sample or in biopsy. This is
done by applying Fisher’s exact test to the following contingency table

Allo clones in preTx
unstim

Total Allo clones defined from preTx stim – Allo clones in preTx
unstim

Allo clones in biopsy

Total Allo clones defined from preTx stim – Allo clones in
biopsy

Author Manuscript

ambiguityRatio: ratio of clone frequencies used resolve CD4 vs CD8 sorting error. Clones present
in both CD4 and CD8 with a frequency > ambiguityRatio higher in one population will be removed
from the other. Clones with frequency difference less than ambiguityRatio will be removed from
both.
filename: name of file to which output tables will be appended.
normalize(data)

Scales each column of input data matrix from raw TCR clone counts to normalized clone
frequencies, summing to 1.
data: data frame of clone counts where rows are unique TCR sequenced and columns are samples
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Function

Description
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cloneCal(x)

Computes Clonality (entropy divided by maximum possible entropy) for a given sample’s TCRrepertoire. Ranges from 0 to 1 where higher scores indicate greater clonal expansion and lower
repertoire diversity.
x: Vector of clone counts or normalized frequencies for a given sample

entropyCal(x)

Computes Entropy for a given sample’s TCR-repertoire. Lowest possible score is 0, with upper
bound dependent on number of unique clones.
x: Vector of clone counts or normalized frequencies for a given sample

simpsonCal(x)

Computes Simpson’s Index for a given sample’s TCR-repertoire. Sum of squares applied to
clone frequencies, where higher scores indicate lower diversity and dominant clones are more
heavily-weighted.
x: Vector of clone counts or normalized frequencies for a given sample
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getR20(x,rval=0.2)

Computes R20 for a given sample’s TCR-repertoire. This represents the minimum clone fraction
required to capture 20% of overall clone frequency. R20 < 0.2 indicates non-uniform clone
frequency, with extremely low values representing presence of a small number of highly dominant
high-frequency clones.
x: Vector of clone counts or normalized frequencies for a given sample
rval: 0.2 by default can be adjusted to represent any overall clone frequency, enabling computation
of R50, R10, and R5 scores, etc.

resolveambiguous(data,c1,c2,ratio=2)

For a given clone count data frame, returns a corrected-counts data frame removing counts of
clones ambiguously present in two columns with should be mutually exclusive (e.g. CD4 and CD8)
and removing contaminating counts resulting from flow-sorting error.
data: data frame of clone counts where rows are unique TCR sequenced and columns are samples
c1: column index of data to be disambiguated
c2: column index of data to be disambiguated
ratio: frequency fold-change ratio used to resolve ambiguous clones. Clones present in both c1 and
c2 with a frequency > ratio higher in one population will be removed from the other. Clones with
frequency difference less than ratio will be removed from both

listAlloreactive(cd4, cd8, fold=5,
freq1=0.00001, ambiguityRatio=5)

Identifies alloreactive clones in the same way as the main run() function, and outputs CD4 and
CD8 alloreactive clone TCR sequences as a list, indexed such that list item 1 is the set of all CD4
alloreactive clone sequences and list item 2 is the set of all CD8 alloreactive clone sequences.
cd4 (required): combined data frame of TCR clone counts with columns (in order) representing
CD4 pre-transplant unstimulated and CD4 pre-transplant antigen-stimulated
cd8 (required): combined data frame of TCR clone counts with columns (in order) representing
CD8 pre-transplant unstimulated and CD8 pre-transplant antigen-stimulated.
fold: Minimum fold-expansion required from unstimulated to antigen-stimulated repertoire to
define a TCR-clone as alloreactive. Set to 5 by default.
freq: Minimum frequency required to define a clone as alloreactive if detected in antigenstimulated but not antigen-unstimulated repertoire (fold-expansion = Infinity in this case). Should
represent fold * minimum detection threshold for the sequencing experiment.
ambiguityRatio: ratio of clone frequencies used resolve CD4 vs CD8 sorting error. Clones present
in both CD4 and CD8 with a frequency > ambiguityRatio higher in one population will be removed
from the other. Clones with frequency difference less than ambiguityRatio will be removed from
both.
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abundancePlot(data)

For a given input of normalized counts matrices, creates a graphical abundance plot visualizing
repertoire diversity, in a different color for each column of “data”. Log-Log Plot of the number
of TCR clones represented at each unique TCR frequency, where steeper slopes indicate more
clonally diverse TCR repertoires.
data: data frame of normalized clone frequencies where rows are unique TCR sequenced and
columns are samples. From a starting counts matrix, pre-process with normalize()

jensen_shannon(x,y)

Computes the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) of any two clone frequency vectors. This is a
measure of repertoire similarity which accounts for the frequencies of shared clones (i.e. overlap in
high-frequency clones is more heavily weighted than overlap in low-frequency clones). Computed
as the sum of entropy(x) + entropy(y) divided by entropy of the summed vector x+y. Scales from
0 to 1 where 0 indicates identical repertoires with identical clone frequencies and 1 indicates no
shared clones.
x: Vector of clone counts or normalized frequencies for a given sample
y: Vector of clone counts or normalized frequencies for a given sample

jsdThresholded(data)

For each pairwise combination of columns in data representing distinct TCR-repertoire samples,
computes jensen_shannon divergence score. Outputs the resulting table. Repeats this process
separately for all clones, the set of the top 5000 clones in each sample with the highest frequency,
the set of the top 1000 clones, the set of the top 500 clones, and the set of the top 100 clones.
data: data frame of clone counts or frequencies where rows are unique TCR sequenced and
columns are samples
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